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‘I’m certainly not one of these women’s libbers’:
Revisiting Gender in The Family (BBC, 1974)
Abstract
In 1974 the BBC screened the 12 part documentary serial The Family. Yet despite the title of the programme and its promise to open up the gendered terrain of the domestic sphere, The Family has largely been conceptualised with regard to discourses of class rather than gender. Given the famous slogan of the second wave that the ‘personal is political’, The Family provides a fertile terrain upon which to consider how discourses relating to the women’s movement were negotiated within a particularly (tele)visible domestic sphere at the time. It was after all often at the level of the micro-political - the everyday oppressions in women’s daily lives - that the second wave often sought to politicise the nature of female subjectivity (Tyler, 1997). In 1974, many critics and viewers lamented the fact that the wider social insight promised by The Family’s publicity failed to transpire, suggesting that it was ultimately about ‘nothing much’. In challenging this view, this article seeks to contribute to the project of writing women, here at the level of representation and critical reception, back into the history of canonical documentary texts, a process which can involve revisiting documentaries that have been untouched by feminist scholarship (Waldman and Walker, 1999). In doing so, it draws upon archival research undertaken at the BBC Written Archive Centre as based upon press cuttings, internal production memos and BBC Audience Research reports.
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Following the opening of the BBC documentary serial The Family (1974), the leader of the Scottish Women’s liberation Group explained how she hoped that the mother of the family, Mrs Wilkins:

would do more for the [Women’s] Movement than Germaine Greer or anyone else….. It is obvious that she is going to be the leading presence in every decision… As a matriarch, she came across as a tour de force… ‘Eh?’ said…. Mrs Wilkins… when these remarks were repeated to her. …‘Look, I don’t want to be a celebrity and I’m certainly not one of these women’s libbers… Just please don’t call me a star: I’m a very ordinary housewife’ (Gibbins, 1974).​[1]​

This quote takes for granted an obvious relationship between The Family and the political context of British second wave feminism in 1974. Yet despite the title of the programme and its promise to open up the gendered terrain of the domestic sphere, this is not how The Family has been perceived. Class has represented the dominant interpretative framework, with the Producer, Paul Watson, long-since arguing that The Family was about giving ‘ordinary’ (working-class) people a voice. Popular discourse at the time also fetishised discourses of class, with critics often repulsed and reviled by the spectacle of working-class domesticity on the screen. In the last decade, The Family has also been positioned as British television’s key precursor to reality TV, with the programme again framed as a landmark text in terms of class access and representation, spearheading the transformation of ‘ordinary’ people into stars (Holmes, 2008). 

Whilst the attempt to separate class and gender immediately emerges as problematic, the neglect of gender here also reflects the lack of dialogue between British documentary studies and feminism. In 1999, and in the Introduction to Feminism and Documentary, Diane Waldman and Janet Walker described the relationship between feminism and documentary film as a ‘mostly uncharted universe’ (1999: 3) – a situation that remains relatively unchanged in the British context. The canonical works on documentary are predominantly masculinist (and largely, although not exclusively, the preserve of male authors) (Bruzzi, 2000) with little attention paid to questions of gender (Corner, 1996, Winston, 1995, 2008, Kilborn and Izod, 1997). In addition, although there is emerging work in the British context looking at the role of female personnel in the history of documentary production (Easen n.d; Fox, 2013), the feminist work on documentary is mostly American in origin, and has often focused on feminist filmmakers and the bid to develop alternative means of representation that do not conform to dominant (male) norms (Kaplan, 1983, Waldman and Walker, 1999, Thornham, 2012). In this regard, Avant Garde and experimental aesthetics have often been a key point of focus.  

The Family is evidently not the project of filmmaker who is known for articulating a feminist agenda, and although it was seen as textually and generically innovative in 1974 (in terms of the close-up observation of the family and its use of the documentary serial form), it was produced for prime-time viewing by a mass television audience. Indeed, as acknowledged above, it has been positioned as a key British precursor to reality TV, and the latter has appeared as the perhaps most ‘commercialised’ and derided genre in television history. Yet it is precisely feminist work – in this case on reality TV - that has sought to question the hierarchies of value at work here, foregrounding the gendered dichotomies (serious/ trivial, hard/ soft, public/ private, social/ personal and objective/ subjective) which have circled around the discussion of reality TV and its perceived relationship with the documentary form. As Liesbet van Zoonen argues, reality TV is in part derided and controversial because of its flagrant disregard for the gendered and (and classed) division of private/ public realms (2001: 671). Reality TV has attracted a profusion of feminist analyses which have given serious attention to how it produces and negotiates gender identities within a range of domestic (or pseudo-domestic) contexts (e.g. Forster, 2008, Holmes and Jermyn, 2008, Weber, 2014). In this regard, The Family seems to have fallen through the analytic cracks: it has never really received sustained attention from documentary studies (Holmes, 2008), nor benefitted from the critical approaches that feminist media studies has employed in relation to reality TV. 

Given the famous slogan of the second wave that the ‘personal is political’, The Family provides a fertile terrain upon which to consider how such discourses were negotiated within a particularly (tele)visible domestic sphere at the time. It was after all often at the level of the micro-political - the everyday oppressions in women’s daily lives - that the second wave often sought to politicise the nature of female subjectivity (Tyler, 1997). In 1974, many critics and viewers lamented the fact that the wider social insight promised by The Family’s publicity failed to transpire, suggesting that it was ultimately about ‘nothing much’. In challenging this view, this article seeks to contribute to the project of writing women, here at the level of representation and critical reception, back into the history of canonical documentary texts, a process which can involve revisiting documentaries that have been untouched by feminist scholarship (Waldman and Walker, 1999). In doing so, it draws upon archival research undertaken at the BBC Written Archive Centre as based upon press cuttings (111 articles from the daily national and local press), internal production memos and BBC Audience Research reports. The extratextual circulation of the programme is particularly crucial in reactivating its potential relationship with feminist discourses given that the serial itself – perhaps in part due to the positioning of feminism as antithetical to the concept of the family – often had a more oblique relationship with the political topicality of the women’s movement. 

The family with class
Widely seen as the British version of Craig Gilbert’s An American Family (PBS, 1973), The Family was presented as a 12-part fly-on-the-wall documentary series, and was first broadcast on 3 April, 1974 at 9:15pm.​[2]​ The crew had filmed for approximately 12 hours each day, and the initial episodes were broadcast whilst the later episodes were still being filmed. Thus, viewers also witnessed the effects of The Family on the family: we saw them responding to their press reception on screen, as well as the effects of their growing notoriety and celebrity status.  As a result, and despite Watson’s work often being positioned as observational, it finds no easy equation with the ‘direct’ non-interventionist cinema associated with American documentary filmmaking in the 1960s. The Family mixes styles, moving across observational sequences, interviews, expository voice-over, to more self-reflexive moments, when Watson appears in the footage himself.


The Wilkins family were comprised of Mr Terry Wilkins (39) a bus driver, Mrs Margaret Wilkins (39), a housewife and part-time greengrocer, daughter Marion (19) a garage shop assistant, son Gary (18) a bus driver, daughter Heather Wilkins (15), and son Christopher (9). Gary’s wife Karen (18) and their baby son Scott, as well as Marion’s boyfriend Tom, also lived with the family, and they occupied a rented flat above the greengrocer shop where Mrs Wilkins worked. Heralded by the press as ‘real-life rivals for the fictional families who inhabit Coronation Street and On the Buses’ (Jordan, 1974) and as occupying the most ‘intensive television spotlight yet turned on ordinary people’ (Last, 1974a), what was perceived as new here was not so much the focus on working-class domesticity, but access to this in its apparently ‘real’ form. Furthermore, while the American press dubbed the Loud family in An American Family as ‘affluent zombies’ (Ruoff, 2001: 12), it is predictable, in the context of British popular culture, that The Family sought to locate the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘real’  in the context of the working-class.

In terms of the critical reception of The Family, a  key strand of debate indeed focused on the referential status of the programme, with viewers and critics vociferously debating whether the Wilkins’ were ‘ordinary’ or ‘typical’ representations of working-class family life (see Corner, 2004, Holmes, 2008). Such disputes often foregrounded what were seen as the family’s morally and socially undesirable contours: young Christopher was the product of an extra-marital affair; Marion was living with her boyfriend Tom under her parent’s roof, Gary had married his pregnant girlfriend at 16, and schoolgirl Heather had a mixed race boyfriend called Melvin. 

Although it seems clear that the family were selected for their potential to raise a range of topical issues, Watson’s initial intention was for the serial to examine how political issues (with a big ‘P’) impacted upon family life – an aspect that the BBC clearly saw as important to its public service potential. Histories of 1970s Britain famously characterise the period through discourses of decay, decline and disintegration - a time when the social consensus and economic stability of the post-war period began to crumble, bringing social unrest and economic crises as the decade progressed (Cooke, 2003: 90). The famous miners’ strikes of 1972 and 1974 marked a return to class politics with a vengeance, nurturing the spectre of an ever more militant working class (Cannadine, 2000: 160). The production documents on The Family reveal how Watson was looking for a family that would speak to this class context, ‘with a father working in industry…involved in… bargaining for his pay, possibly involved in union activities.​[3]​ Furthermore, the explicit framing of the material, at the level of the voice-over at least, specifically foregrounded the Wilkins’ identities in terms of class. 

The episodes mixed observational footage and interviews with the intermittent use of stills, and these were accompanied by a voice-over. Although the voice-over was sometimes used for narrative information, it played a crucial role in making links between the particular and the general, thus establishing the social location of the participants. So in episode four there is a still of Karen which is overlaid with Watson’s somewhat middle-class tones: ‘There are many like Karen, snared in the trap of low wages [and]… inadequate education…’. That said, it is problematic to overstate this perspective given that such moments contrasted with the multifaceted identities displayed by the family in the observational sequences. In this regard, as Stella Bruzzi observes in relation to 7 Up (1964-) (which is similarly keen on forecasting class-bound identities for its participants), we see evidence of how ‘individuality … cannot so glibly be made to conform to expectation and type’ (2007: 53). Furthermore, in both programmes we are told that it is ostensibly class rather than gender discourses which are under investigation, even whilst the material itself offers fascinating insights into gendered roles, opportunities and horizons.

This is ‘undoubtedly a matriarchy’: watching the women 
From the start it was apparent to many critics that the Wilkins family was ‘undoubtedly a matriarchy’ (Banks-Smith, 1974), a view variously fostered by Mrs Wilkins’ identity as the ideological centre of the family, her apparent bid to ‘ensnare’ Tom as a husband for Marion, and the generally vocal performances offered by the female members of the group. With the exception of Tom who became the self-appointed comedian of the house, the male members of the family were more reserved and arguably occupied less screen time. In a BBC Audience Research Report, Mrs Wilkins emerged as the ‘most dominating – and ….watchable – [family] member’,​[4]​ and as Estella Tincknell has observed with regard to reality TV, it is precisely ‘the role, status and “performance” of [the] women’ which is ‘scrutinised as part of the reception of the programmes more generally’ (2005: 157). Indeed, what has been perceived as the classed reception of The Family is to a large extent centred on the sexual identities of the Wilkins women, implicitly fetishising their corporeality to their perceivably immoral sexual relations. 
 
Foucault (1979) has demonstrated how the process of constructing ‘woman’ as a sexual subject was bound by discourses of class, and Bev Skeggs’ has emphasised how class always functions to regulate and police constructions of femininity (and vice versa).  As she explains, the ‘distance that is drawn between the sexual and the feminine was drawn onto the bodies of working-class women. For working-class women, femininity was never a given (as was sexuality)….[original emphasis] (1997: 99-100). Leon Hunt (1998) argues that the British working-class in the 1970s were often represented as ‘cipher[s] of embodied excess’ (Skeggs, 2003: 99), yet Skeggs has demonstrated how there is a long history of working-class women being associated with discourses of corporeal excess (especially with regard sexuality). In this regard, the Wilkins women are effectively rendered doubly ‘excessive’ in this period, and in the critical reception of The Family, there is an undulating move between repulsion and fascination with regard to the perceived physicality of the Wilkins women. We are told that ‘There was Mrs Wilkins, in an unsuitably tight mini-skirt, straining [at the seams] as she blathered away…. about the chance to portray ordinary folk’ (Paton, 1974). In a later edition, the youngest daughter Heather is the focus of press comment in ways which conflate a distaste for the aesthetic of working-class domesticity with working-class female sexuality and desire:

There was an un-lovely close-up of the lovely, loud-mouthed Heather, having a conversation with her mother while eating a plate of ice cream… Heather would take a lick at a spoonful of ice cream, withdraw it slowly from her mouth and examine the remaining dollop on her spoon. Nice… As the camera sniffed around the Wilkins’s establishment, Heather’s boyfriend helped her wash her hair (close-up of him ogling her well-developed bosom) while Tom… swayed in from the local clutching his pint (Marshall, 1974). 

Many critics – most of which were male – felt very free to make clear that they found the women unattractive. Mrs Wilkins was positioned (at best) within the masculinised and class-coded discourses of ‘hardiness’ and ‘robustness’, while the bride-to-be Marion, was seen as a blond projection of Mrs Wilkins’ ‘dumpy mirror image’ (Usher, 1974). As the reference to Heather as (usually) ‘lovely’ in the quote above implies, it was she who was seen as the only attractive member of the family, with perceptions of her more delicate and refined features again drawing on discourses of class physiognomy. Furthermore, when Skeggs describes how femininity emerges as a class-coded and regulated property, she emphasises the proximity of ‘noise’ (2003: 103). The often loud cacophony of voices in the family home was apparent in each episode, but the noise of the women, and particularly their language, was often singled out for comment. As A.R Scarlett from Bournemouth wrote in a letter to the Radio Times: ‘[T]he women folk in the average working-class family do not intersperse most of their conversation with expressions such as “piss off” and “arseholes”’.​[5]​ 

Mrs Wilkins’ explanation in episode one that Christopher was not her husband’s son ‘by blood’ also aroused considerable comment and criticism: she reportedly received hate mail and was pronounced a ‘slut’ by a number of angry viewers. According to dramatic reports in The Sun, she was so upset that she ‘ended up in bed under sedation and … wanted to call the [programme]… off’ (Palmer, 1974). The concept of the ‘illegitimate’ child had taken on a political significance in feminist discourse of the previous decade, and Jane Lewis describes how:

The deregulation of personal relationships was used to effect by women; they petitioned for divorce, had sex outside marriage, and decided whether to have an abortion or to keep their ‘illegitimate’ children. The possibility of doing these things represented an expanded set of choices (1992: 63). 

The reception of Christopher’s parentage, however, seemed to be very far from tolerant where Mrs Wilkins’ choice was concerned, and the extratextual debate was so vocal that Watson felt compelled to acknowledge it within the serial itself. In episode nine the voiceover explains:  ‘Christopher Wilkins is nine, a normal little boy, but for some, he’s become the centre of moralising concern’. We then cut to a sequence at school which features Christopher reading out a prayer for all the ‘fishermen at sea’. The editing here suggests an apparent questioning of the ‘moralising concern’ (which is surely both gendered and classed) as it asks us to focus on the simplicity and innocence of the child himself. 

In Mediating the Family: Gender, Culture and Representation (2005) Estella Tincknell refers to the significance of gender politics in The Family, explaining how aspects of the programme’s controversial reception reflected on the: 

way in which it brought into the public sphere the complex power relations and struggles that even the most realist dramas had hitherto failed to represent. Most importantly, it showed the extent to which the private sphere was dominated by the strong figure of Mrs Wilkins, in ways that disturbed common sense models of the patriarchal family (2005: 157). 


The dominance of Mrs Wilkins was indeed often received negatively by the press, particularly with respect to her apparent dominance over her husband. In the 1983 follow-up, The Family: The After Years, son Gary partly blames the serial for the subsequent divorce of his parents (they split in 1977) as ‘it brought home to my father how domineering [mother] was’ – notably attributing the mediated reality of The Family with a higher epistemological value than ‘real life’. Looking back at the 1970s, Dominic Sandbrook describes how the rising number of women in the workplace, the decline of men as the sole (or sometimes primary) breadwinner, and gendered shifts in both sexual and economic freedom, seemed to suggest that the ‘very nature of masculinity was up for grabs’ (2010: 396). In fact, in 1977, journalist Christopher Booker wrote that Britain had entered the ‘Age of the Mother’, with ‘masculine’ qualities such as ‘prudence, firmness and conservatism’ replaced by ‘“feminine” qualities such as intuition… narcissism… and permissiveness’ (cited in Ibid). The misogyny evident here might well be mapped onto the critical reception of Mr Wilkins, who was seen as ‘long-suffering and patient as a blind pit pony. [He] drags home from his day on the buses to a meal of mash and baked beans and an earful of the latest dreary family news’ (Marshall, 1974). 

At the same time, the idea of a matriarchal household did not offer a clear or radical break with popular images of British working-class domesticity from the past. After all, the image of a robust, domineering wife and smaller, hen-pecked husband was familiar from the seaside postcards of Donald McGill (which later influenced the Carry On films which had been especially popular the previous decade), music hall and theatre (Mrs Wilkins was sometimes compared to theatre, television and film performer Peggy Mount), and from various representations in 1960s and 1970s television sitcom (which were replete with ‘strong’ women, from George and the Dragon (1966-68), Nearest and Dearest (1968-73), Meet the Wife (1963-66) to George and Mildred (1976-79) (see also Hunt, 1998: 50)). The figure of the working-class matriarch was of course also associated with soap opera, in the form of the hugely popular Coronation Street (1960-). It may have been, however, that the controversy was again related to witnessing such images in ‘real’ form, and in a programme that required a rhetorical rather than fictive mode of engagement (Nichols, 1991). 

‘I genuinely believe that a housewife can be a great job’: Mrs Wilkins and the limits of feminism
As suggested by the quote used at the start of this article in which Mrs Wilkins rejects the identity of a ‘women’s libber’ and foregrounds her status as an ordinary housewife, the most explicit references to the women’s movement tended to occur off-screen, at the level of the programme’s extratextual circulation. Although Mrs Wilkins worked part-time, she was largely presented as a homemaker, and the assumed polarity between housewife and feminist here is revealing. Although some of the earliest consciousness-raising groups were actually set up by housewives (Carter, 1988: 52), the second wave’s focus on the everyday oppressions in women’s lives made the figure of the housewife a particular target. Following in the steps of early second waver Betty Friedan (1963), critics such as Germaine Greer (1970) and Ann Oakley (1974a) attacked the ‘image of the housewife, urging women to reject their role of servitude’, and to seek value and fulfilment in the public sphere outside of the home (Forster, 2008: 102). Although feminism had long since had a troubled relationship with the figure of the housewife (Ibid), this was particularly acute in the 1970s, when the apparently ‘natural’ roles in the domestic sphere were under scrutiny, and became sites of political contestation. 

In this regard, there was a sense in which the particular discourses on the family offered by the serial created a difficult (or even inhospitable) arena for the negotiation of feminist perspectives. One of the dominant discourses of The Family focused on family cohesion and stability. This perspective was often foregrounded by the Wilkins family in their efforts to rebuff negative press commentary about the ‘state’ of their  affairs, and they favourably compared themselves to the Louds of An American Family, which had followed Mr and Mrs Loud’s decision to divorce as part of the programme itself. So whilst The Family generated debate about a crisis in the family (because of its apparent disruption of sexual, moral and racial taboos, as well as its general departure from the image of the middle-class norm), it also, as Jon Stratton and Ien Ang observe, took the nuclear family for ‘granted while still uncovering the emotional entanglements of family life [original emphasis]’ (1994: 14). Indeed, one critic read the serial as ‘propaganda for the institution of marriage’ (Wade, 1974), and Mrs Wilkins eagerness to usher Marion up the aisle (which Stratton and Ang read as bid to secure a sense of middle-class respectability) (1994: 14), only contributed to this image. In contrast, one of the slogans of radical feminists in the period was ‘Y be a wife?’ (Lewis, 1992: 62), and some of the press coverage of even liberal feminism characterised it as ‘a selfish, immoral anti-family ideology’ – a discourse that gained significant currency as the decade progressed (Tyler, 2007: 174, Mendes, 2011).  Mrs Wilkins’ last words in the serial insisted that anything which ‘takes you away from your family [is] disastrous’, and this could not be further from the emphasis on what Adrienne Rich termed the ‘invisible violence of motherhood, family life and heteronormative relationships’ (cited in Tyler, 2007: 175). In comparison, and as Jeffrey Ruoff describes, Pat Loud in An American Family emerged ‘as a foil to discuss general issues related to the women’s movement’ (2001: 123), and the release of her autobiography capitalised on this connection, exploring issues of divorce, single motherhood and sexual liberation (Ibid).

Yet Mrs Wilkins’ suspicion of the ‘women’s libber’ label, whilst perhaps speaking to the media caricature of feminists which worked to encourage ‘ordinary’ women’s dis-identification with feminist politics, may of course also reflect on questions of class.  It is widely recognised that the women’s movement was comprised of (and largely spoke to) young white middle-class women, and that it found it difficult to mobilise working-class women in particular (Rowbotham, 1983). In this regard, the women’s movement may not have been felt to be a deeply pressing or relevant topic for the Wilkins women, raising questions about political inclusion with regard to the diversity of female experience in the period. At the same time, it would be unfair to suggest that Mrs Wilkins rejects feminism out of hand, or at least positions the housewife’s role as apolitical. Some of the most explicit references to the women’s movement appeared in Mrs Wilkins’ newspaper column ‘Mrs Wilkins’ Week’, which was published in The Evening News whilst the programme was on air. In the column she spoke about issues raised by the programme, ranging across sex before marriage, the ‘colour problem’, as well as the role of the mother and housewife. As she mused in one column in May 1974: 

I know many wives feel bored, cut off and often jealous, watching the rest of us go out into the world each morning while they are stuck between four walls with the kids. … Now, I genuinely believe that a housewife can be a great job. It can be much more rewarding for you and your family than if you have to go out to work each day. So many things affect our everyday lives at home – like rising prices, rising rates, house shortages. Just because we are housewives, we don’t have to sit at home and let politicians and councillors make decisions to alter our lives without us having any say in them. Look at the great job those housewives in Cowley [a car plant in Oxford] did in stopping the strike and getting their husbands back to work. I really admire them (Wilkins, 1974). 


First, it is notable here that Mrs Wilkins suggests a greater identification with the wives of the Cowley strikers than the discourse of those ‘women’s libbers’. While the popular image of the bourgeois feminist (problematically) emphasised the pursuit of individualism; working-class women, as well as women in the unions,​[6]​ were seen as recognising the importance of solidarity with male allies, making their relationship with the idea of simply women’s liberation more uneasy (Bolt, 2004: 176). Second, Mrs Wilkins’ bid to frame the housewife as having a political voice - which might navigate between private and public spheres - questions some of the assumed polarities (between private oppression and public voice) which structured the discourse of the second wave. Yet Mrs Wilkins’ discussion of the potentially politicised nature of the housewife’s role is also entirely in keeping with governmental discourse at the time. In the mid 1970s, both the Labour and Conservative parties explicitly invoked the role of the housewife in seeking to demonstrate the relevance and importance of their policies for everyday life. In both cases, they made use of their most senior female politicians (Shirley Williams for Labour, Margaret Thatcher for the Conservatives) in order to tap into the ‘natural’ voice of the housewife. In the February 1974 Party Election Broadcast for the Labour party, for example, Shirley Williams compares two wicker shopping baskets full of staple grocery items, explaining how what cost £5.37 in 1970 would now cost £8.00.​[7]​ As was commented in a later broadcast the same year:

Take Shirley Williams, battling for your family budgets, she's made no promises about cutting prices at a stroke, but she's saved the average family about sixty-four p[ence] a week by subsidising basic foods like bread, butter, milk, cheese and tea (‘Party Election’)


The idea of the housewife’s role being affected by politics was taken for granted at the time, and Mrs Wilkins’ stance both naturalises and reflects this rhetoric. But if this was essentially about how the discourse surrounding The Family negotiated politics with a big ‘P’, the programme also demonstrated the more privatised, everyday struggles of the housewife, in the figure of young Karen Wilkins. 

Karen: ‘Sometimes I feel like a stranger in the house’
The family were in part selected for their ability to portray what was described as a ‘many faceted model of marriage’ (anon, 1974), and different generational experiences of womanhood were also central to the impetus behind the second wave. Yet although Marion is apt to instruct Tom to ‘get [his]… own bloody [cup of] tea’, she seemed keen to follow in her mother’s footsteps at 20, and daughter-in-law Karen was positioned, as already discussed, as ‘trapped’ within unfortunate social circumstances that allowed little (or no) space for individual agency or change. 

The wedding of Marion and Tom has been recalled as the most central narrative in the serial, yet much of The Family was far less spectacular. Throughout the first seven episodes, the dominant narrative focus followed the efforts of Karen and Gary (ushered on by Mrs Wilkins) to secure a council house. Karen also occupied more screen time than many of the other family members, not least of all because she was at home all day, and most of the filming took place inside the Wilkins’ cramped home. 

Episode four is largely devoted to fleshing out the stories of Karen and Gary and it begins with a still of Karen holding baby Scott while the voice-over explains: ‘Karen married at the age of 16 Gary Wilkins. She was pregnant at the time [cut to a still of Gary]. For Gary there seemed no alternative but to marry, and to live with his parents’ (notably it is Gary’s apparent entrapment, and not Karen’s, that is invoked here). We then cut to a sequence featuring Mr and Mrs Wilkins in the living-room while Mrs Wilkins explains how she would have preferred them to wait before marrying in order to ensure they were ‘right for each other’. The serial as a whole might well be read as questioning whether Karen and Gary are a good fit: distant, argumentative, and lacking the moments of closeness or intimacy which characterise the other heterosexual relationships, their marriage is presented as the least unappealing union in the serial. Yet rather than simply an unfortunate pairing born out of ‘unfortunate’ circumstances, the construction of their relationship dramatised some of the everyday domestic oppressions that second wave feminists were seeking to make public. It was also in relation to Karen that the observational method – perhaps inadvertently - took on a particular political resonance.

The opening observational sequence in the first episode is revealing in this regard, as it sets up Karen’s identity in ways which resonate throughout the rest of the serial. Watson, seated at the kitchen dinner table with the Wilkins, explains how the filming will work and how the programme might impact upon their lives. But as the family speak and interact with Watson, the camera wanders from the table in order to film Karen, who is uninvolved in the conversation, sat in the corner of the kitchen trying to feed baby Scott. While setting up an observational interest in ‘women’s work’, the sequence comments, in spatial terms, on Karen’s isolation from the family, and her status as an insider-outsider. That is not to suggest that Mr and Mrs Wilkins are completely unsympathetic to Karen’s situation: having the primary responsibility for bringing up a young baby in cramped conditions. The episode begins with Mr and Mrs Wilkins describing Karen’s maturity in comparison with Gary’s immaturity, and they acknowledge how he can be a bit of a ‘bully’. This leads Mr Wilkins to explain how:

 Gary has got the old-fashioned idea that the wife is the slave in the house. [He thinks] ‘I am married to you, now you will do this for me, you will do that for me’. As far as Gary’s concerned, he comes home from work and then he shouldn’t get off his backside to do anything. 

If Gary’s view is old-fashioned, then there must be a more ‘modern’ alternative. (Mr Wilkins senior does not appear to be averse to assisting with the household duties, although these are primarily positioned as the province of his wife). Although we don’t get to find out any more about what this ‘modern’ alternative might be, it is clearly not to be found, the serial seems to suggest, in Karen and Gary’s relationship. Gary is represented by Watson as variously juvenile, irresponsible and even cruel. In one particularly memorable shot, he is framed in the background reclining on the sofa with his head buried in an issue of Climax whilst Karen tries to write a letter to the council to plead their case for a house. In this scenario, and via Watson’s particular use of framing (and the fortuitous placement of a porn magazine), Gary conforms to Hunt’s conception of the 1970s ‘lad’ -  more interested in the pleasures of ‘lowbrow (male) sexual “liberation”’ (1998: 19) than domestic responsibilities.  

Karen’s efforts to run her own home are also subject to the judgements of others in the family. When she complains to Mr and Mrs Wilkins that Gary is spending too much time down his work’s social club (and too much money on social food and drink), she is quickly rebuffed, and told by Mrs Wilkins that she doesn’t understand the ‘strain’ of Gary’s job, and his need for relaxation. She then later asks:  ‘Karen, have you cooked him a meal today? [Karen answers no]. Well then what’s he gonna eat? He’s going to want something’ (episode four) – a question which clearly undermines the earlier discussion in which Gary is criticised for his patriarchal and ‘traditional’ ways.  Gary also judges the minutiae of Karen’s domestic labour. In episode seven, Karen is sweeping up cornflakes spilt by baby Scott when the couple are preparing to vacate their bed sit after being awarded a council house. Gary is framed sitting on the sofa as he watches her whilst commenting ‘You’re making that look very hard, aren’t you?’, peering down on Karen as she cleans the floor on her hands and knees.  Gary’s judgements of Karen’s domestic femininity are also clearly classed. In same episode, Watson’s voice is heard off camera as he asks Gary and Karen, who are eating dinner sat on the sofa, if living with Gary’s parents is their only option as far as accommodation is concerned. Karen explains how they could take up offers from members of her own family, but Gary interjects to challenge this view. When Watson presses him on this, perhaps potentially aware of the sensitive nature of the question, Gary boldly asserts, ‘Well [because of] the state of [Karen’s] parents house for one… [The] floor is like an ashtray…[It] makes me sick straightaway’. Gary continues talking to the camera while, in the background of the shot, we can see that Karen is slowly overcome with tears, and she covers her face with her hands. When Gary notices her distress he simply says ‘now don’t start being stupid…!’. When Karen doesn’t respond he tries to break the tension - and surely the opportunity to film what he now reads as Karen’s uncomfortable distress - by asking gruffly, ‘had enough of your dinner then, have you?’ as he tries to drag her plate from her lap. The sequence fades out and we later re-join the couple as they sit watching television in silence. 

Watson effectively assists in the creation of a context here in which Karen is publicly insulted and humiliated on screen by her apparently bullish and uncaring husband (and as Skeggs outlines, respectability has historically been a central discursive mechanism in the organisation and policing of working-class women’s homes, crucial to their sense of identity and social worth (1997: 3)).  Although Watson is not explicitly invested in the exploration of gender inequalities in the same way as class, observational material such as this nevertheless enables us to glimpse poignant moments of oppression, loneliness and marginalisation. At the same time, the emphasis on observation here needs to acknowledge the extent to which the character contrasts constructed through framing, as well as Watson’s use of editing and his repeated verbal interjections, play a crucial role in bringing this ‘observation’ into being. Whilst, in the sequence above, such aesthetic interventions work in the service of exposing the gender inequalities in the young couple’s relationship, they make clear how Watson’s ‘hybrid’ style offers considerable power to frame characters, and the domestic politics of the household, in particular ways. 

The sequences discussed above, however, also make clear how images of domestic work permeate The Family, and the serial plays out how, particularly with respect to Mrs Wilkins and Karen, the home is place of work as well as relaxation. Although Watson describes how the crew were always on hand to film the mundane (‘bed-making, washing up or sweeping the floor’) (Watson, 1974), they did not do so every day. Yet these moments need not have been filmed at all: housework, for example, is often what Richard Chalfen has described as one of the ‘patterned eliminations’ of images of domestic family life (photography, home movies) (cited in Moran, 2002: 43).  It could have been so in The Family, and its inclusion of domestic work again reflects its epistemological investment in observational documentary, and the inclusion of what Nichols refers to ‘as  “dead” or “empty” time … [where] nothing of narrative significance occurs but where the rhythms of everyday life settle in and establish themselves’ (1991: 40). Nichols’ use of inverted commas here acknowledge that such moments are neither ‘dead’ nor ‘empty’, and are only defined as such when judged in relation to the cause and effect logic of conventional narrative representation. 

In terms of thinking about political strategies of representation, it is useful at this point to return to the discussion of the feminist documentaries in the 1970s which were made as part of the women’s movement. This compliments the suggestion in the introduction that part of the project of feminist documentary criticism is to consider how texts that are not part of a feminist canon, and are not necessarily made with feminist intentions, may be reviewed through an interest in feminist aesthetics and the politics of representation, enabling us to reconsider their significance for feminist scholarship. 

Although the North American context was more active in this regard (and has received considerable scholarly attention compared to the virtual absence of the British films in documentary histories), the British women’s movement also used documentary as a political tool: the London Women’s Film Group, for example, was formed in 1972. Much of the political power of the early feminist documentaries was imagined to come from making the private known and simply naming women’s experiences – moving across topics such as marriage, motherhood and divorce, as well as rape, abortion and domestic violence (Warren, 2008). But there quickly erupted an academic debate about what critics such as Clare Johnston (1973) and Ann E. Kaplan (1983) saw as the naïve realism of these films, and the extent to which they largely depicted ‘images of women talking to camera about their experiences, with little or no intervention by the filmmaker’ (Johnston, 1973: 28-9, cited in Thornham, 2012: 42). The films drew on Direct Cinema techniques from the previous decade and the concern here was that realism offered an inadequate aesthetic for a feminist counter cinema (Waldman and Walker, 1999: 7), continuing to embody  ‘the old consciousness’ (Kaplan, 1983: 131). Counter critiques were offered in return which defended the specific use of realism within the films (see Thornham, 2012: 43, Waldman and Walker, 1999: 8), but there are two key points to make here. First, the idea of what constituted the ‘old’ form is contingent, and historically and nationally specific. As Colin Young noted in Sight and Sound in 1974, ‘very little’ of the Direct Cinema work had crossed the Atlantic to Britain, meaning that the aesthetic of The Family, at least in its extended observational sequences, was largely ‘new’ (1974: 210). Whilst Johnston and Kaplan were clearly making a much larger point about how the language of reality (defined as male) needed to be interrogated and subverted, as opposed to a point about the detail of generic innovation, it is worth emphasising how new these images of domestic labour in The Family may have been at the time.  For example, although feminist work on soap opera has studied the genre’s blurring of public and private space, and its appeal to a female audience ‘whose own experience of the concepts of work and leisure are in a constant state of compromise’ (Thumim, 2002: 218), images of housework would comprise narrative backdrop in soap opera, not the focal point of a scene.

Second, there were feminist films made at the time that famously embraced observational strategies to political effect. Chantel Ackerman’s Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975), although made in France rather than the US or the UK, has been widely explored by feminist scholars in its poignant and groundbreaking ‘depiction of the reality of housework’ and the housewife’s role (Loader, 1977). The portrait of the bourgeois Belgian housewife (and domestic prostitute) gives a sense of the mundanity of domestic chores, as well as the rigidly scheduled routine from which they emerge.  Crucial here is the film’s extended use of ‘real time’, and as Jayne Loader observes, ‘If it takes Jeanne fifteen minutes to peel a batch of potatoes, then the fifteen minutes are presented on the screen without a cut’ (Ibid).  

To be sure, the sequences in The Family are not shot in real time, and unless the person being filmed is talking while they work, the sequences can be short – interrupted by abrupt fade outs or transitions which disrupt modern expectations of documentary viewing (see also Corner, 2004). But such fade outs or transition are temporal cues which make clear that these moments are being used to represent much longer periods of time. Furthermore, the fact that such instances of silent sweeping, wiping and cleaning appear so frequently – emerging in between conversations or narrative developments – might well be seen as giving a sense of the unending and cyclical nature of domestic work. 


As Karen again tidies the bed sit in episode six she reflects on what the alternative to being a full-time mother and housewife would be: 

I’d like to go out to work, but with a young baby, I wouldn’t like to… It’s not fair to the child, to be left with somebody else. He wouldn’t know who she was… and in the end I wouldn’t be called his mother, he’d be calling the person who’s looking after him his mother. 

In nodding toward the highly prevalent discourses on the dangers of ‘maternal deprivation’ in the previous two decades, as well as gesturing toward what she sees as an impossible balance between work and motherhood, she nevertheless confides to the camera that she feels isolated and ‘taken-for-granted’ by the family, and how she sometimes just sits by the window and watches the world go by. 





Although Oakley’s Housewife emphasised the taken-for-granted nature of the equation that ‘the family is women [original emphasis]’ (1974a, 60), the same view has not previously been applied to the programme of the same name, that was produced the same year. My intention here was thus to explore how The Family negotiated discourses of second wave feminism, both at the level of the text and its cultural circulation. Joanne Hollows and Rachel Moseley have argued that it is problematic to presume that ‘a “real” and “authentic” feminism exists outside of popular culture… offer[ing] a position from which to judge and measure feminism’s success or failure in making it into the mainstream’ (2006: 1). In seeking to consider how a particular moment in British feminist history was negotiated by a particular text at a particular time, it is difficult to avoid this perspective entirely, although measuring the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of either feminism or The Family was not my intention here. 

The Family’s relationships with feminism (and the plural is appropriate here) were clearly complex, and exploring the programme’s negotiation of the British women’s movement was as much about tracking absences as presences. But it is precisely this complexity – in which the existence of such a context had to be pieced together from fragments, inferences and silences – that makes the programme so fascinating with regard to the popular mediation of feminism at this time. Karen’s construction in the programme clearly lends itself to a feminist analysis of the micro-politics of the domestic sphere which chimed with particular strands of second wave feminism,  although there is a sense in which this emerges despite Watson’s intentions for the programme: Karen’s role is not explicitly narrated as topical or significant, and the bid to treat the everyday as worth filming arguably emerges from the epistemological aims of the observational mode rather than any particular political project. In comparison, Mrs Wilkins (who sadly died from a heart attack in 2013), often emerged as a formidable opponent for feminism: a strong and opinionated working-class matriarch, she comes across as very far from victimised or oppressed, and her emphasis on the centrality of the family made for no easy alliance with (popular media images of) feminism at the time. 

Yet the idea of searching for traces of how The Family might be situated in relation to feminist discourse in the mid 1970s, and how this in turn works to challenge existing narratives concerning its popular and academic significance, retains a political importance. After the programme ended, Watson described how, in featuring the stories of Mr Wilkins and Gary, the serial showed the ‘problems of work’ in the service industries, which were ‘undermanned and poorly paid’ (Watson, 1974). They were not, however, as ‘poorly paid’ as 18 year old Karen (whose job did not include the benefits of unionisation afforded to the male members of the household). This comment, which offers part of the summary of the series, explicitly foregrounds how a (masculinist) emphasis on class silences the significance of gender. A similar perspective might be applied to British documentary studies. 

After the final episode of The Family, Richard Afton of The Evening News commented how ‘Now it has ended the BBC planners can now come out of the lavatory and spend some money on some decent programmes’ (Afton, 1974). With the working-class identities of family literally imagined here in terms of excess waste – something that has to be excreted and expelled from the body politic in order for moral and social order to be restored (see Skeggs, 2003: 99) – it is crucial in analysing The Family not to prioritise gender at the expense of class, but rather to explore their intersectional nature. After all, it was the Wilkins women who emerged as the most excess(ive) figures in the programme’s critical reception, and who were apparently in most need of abjection and sanitisation. 

The Radio Times billing for the programme stated: ‘Prejudice, pressures, the politics of living in an urban society. Will it be a national disaster or a petty squabble that the family must face this week?’​[8]​. There emerged a consensus at the time that it was the latter that comprised the content of The Family, or what one critic called ‘the trivial chit-chat of domestic routine… [which had] no interest at all to any outsider’ (Knight, 1974). In revisiting the Wilkins family 40 years after these claims were made, we can, I hope, now firmly disagree.
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